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Olynda leceives her deserts, and  the much-enduring queen  is
restored to her place and dignities.
G)ccvis       Incidentally the reader will have noticed how slavishly Greene
eapbulstic adopts the euphuistic mannciibms.   We raiely fail, in his stories
2	and those of his fcllo\\s, to meet some person who soais with
Icarus to fall like Phaeton, and to be reminded that it is better
ic to peck at the stars with the young eagles, than to picy on dead
caicasses with the vultuies." All the metaphors and fantastic
similes of Pettie and Lyly aie repeated as if they were the only
current coin. And as a follower of Sidney, Gieene is just as easy-
going and unoriginal, just as perfunctoiy. A fair illustiation of
his carelessness, sheer impudence in an educated man providing
litcratuie for the uneducated, is the way he plays ducks and drakes
with chronology. Penelope is well read in the household stories of
a period still in the distant futuie. She quotes Plato and Aristotle ;
she knows all about Roman hisroiy, and is as ready to find
compansons when she wants them from the Middle Ages as from
ancient times. So long as he could cany the uncritical leader
along, Greene was tioublcd with no scruples about historical fact,
geographical accuracy, or more than the faintest show of veri-
similitude. The shoddy character of his plot-work will be more
apparent when we xeturn to his romances.
Thedidar-    There are still a few of his framework stories to be mentioned :
tic nature^ fourteen out of his twenty-three works of fiction or works con-
cj   reeves taining fiction take this form.1   Euphites his Censure to Phttautus
stones       (I5^7)2 *s the account of a philosophical combat between Hector
and Achilles, upon " the virtues necessary to be incident to every
gentleman . . . especially debated to discover the pcifection of a
soldier." Thus it comes into line with famous woiks by Guevara,
Castiglione, Roger Ascham, Lyly himself, and many other writers
of this era who were interested in the ideal aims of education and
culture.   It is an ethical treatise, illustrated by imaginary instances.
But so were all Greene's framework stories, the philosophic ex-
position being usually put in the framing, just as Painter, Pettie,
Fenton, and the rest put theirs mainly into their prefaces and
perorations.    Heie, Andromache and Polyxena, Cressida, Briseis
and Iphigenia are introduced ; Hector telling an Egyptian story
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